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Alexandroff eyes semester
By Michael Buckley

"If somehow there could be
developed some greater respect for
In a pre-semester interview, . one another and for the work that
people are doing and for the equipMirron
President
Columbia
ment and facilities that are available,
Alexandroff reflected upon the
it would make substantial difcoming year and offered observations
ferences."
regarding the college's focus on its
The increased awareness and_
students'.
"In so far as the next year is con-. caring by students which Mr .
Alexandroff speaks is needed to make
cerned, it's obviously a time of trans,.
Columbia work in its present cramped
ition," noted the President.
quarters.
"Everything has been enlarged· and
"We have reached the position that
strengthened physically in terms of
had not been otherwise imagined until
personnel as if we were here in a semiperhaps, 1978," said Alexandroff, "I ·
permanent, if not permanent way.
doubt if anything will change the view
"There's no question that whether
that this is optimum. We have gotten
or not we move next year, there's a
to an enrollment which is under the
full physical service of college
facilities and all student services that ' most ambitious of circumstances
whicli.might not have otherwise been
there would have been."
The President's reference to ser- . anticipated, at least in this facility ."
To meet the demand for student
vices includes the addition of a new
counsellor, expanded library facilities ' services this semester, Columbia has
and new equipment added. These · ambitiously spent more money than in
the past to acquire more space and
services also extend to the attitudes
initiate remodeling. According to
he hopes will transcend the school.
Alexandroff, "Economically, we may
President Alexandroff stated he
not have dealt with the situation with
hopes the college has a more "comultimate prudence. Since the investmunity" type atmosphere, ranging
ment in facilities which are quite
from simple courtesy between
possibly going to be abandoned within
students and staff alike toward each
a year, year and a half, which is obother-to the general cleanliness of the
viously not under any practical
building.
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they did was reduce the total appropriation. If a lesser number of
students attend college, then I sup- ·
pose the $1500 maximum will be actually paid."

Regarding the employment outlook
and the directions Columbia's arts
curricula is headed, the President
feels alternatives must be developed
to utilize the education taught. "The
largest need, at least in the arts-this
is not for Columbia singularly-we
need to face the problem of 'How does
the institution both educate its
students, and in a sense, educate the
marketplace, so that students are able
to have alternatives which may not
have heretofore existed in the arts
fields? ? Organizing theatres where
there were no theatres, organizing
music where there was no music,
organizing art crafts where there was .
no art crafts. Taking it into placescrea ting a kind of commercial
situation for it.

"We sought funding in several areas
that hopefully in the next year or year
and a half if it comes through will
allow us to begin to more seriously
explore the possibilities of developing
· alternative lines of employment for
the kinds of students we have.

Mirron Alexandroff

1

Alexandroff feels the problem of
increased student aid lies with the
students themselves , in seeking a
solution. "I would really think if
students who are attending any
college-public or private- are really
interested in affecting the costs of
going to college, the only relief a!iide
from political and legislative action,
would be to do something themselves.

"While ·the opportunity has expanded as a consequence of a whole 25
years, particularly with the utilization
of some of the arts in what might be
considered unconventional ways, for
example, like education-<mly theatre
education made up arts in common
schools. Today you have dance and
dance therapies and art therapies and
so on. Now there are a whole variety
of ~hings.
Con't on page 2
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"We neea people to do things like
pick up pieces of paper because I
really think if the place didn't look like
a craphouse after every class .. . and
we can't physically or economically
keep up with this problem.
"The indifference of people is just
too staggering. If the place were
cleaner-we'll sweep the floors, clean
· the washrooms and do all that-and
, we're gonna' do it a hell of a lot more
attentively than we did some of these
things in the past, I can assure you of
that-but if the student body would
care about it, we'd create an environment which people didn't feel
antagonistic because they have to
walk over coffee spilled on the floor .

decision. On the other hand, there was
no alternative to that route which
would somewhat diminish the
legitimate expectation of students."
This increase has been made
possible almost entirely by tuition and
, Illinois State Scholarships, as
Columbia did not receive any money
directly from the state.
"With the exception of the increase
in student aid under the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission, Springfield
has done nothing to aid any college.
"The legislature increased it to
$1500 as a maximum award. In other
words they ·increased it from $1350 to ·
$1500 and part time from $337.50 to
$350, That's sufficiently so, but wha!__,

"But that's the only thing the
legislature is going to respond to, and
in the last analysis , that is the only
solution to the students' problem of
the college crunch, as it were. I talked
to thirty legislators who hadn't once
talked to a student, yet the whole thing
was aboqt students."

Writer's plans
The office moves
Meet the new heads
around
Getting
"In all the time I was in Springfield,
I don't .think I saw a handful of · Lujack Undaunted
·
Bible beltings
students from any institution. If you
remember I asked and urged an
Story workshop preview
embryonic urge to organize somehow
Alumni remembrances
to bring pressure to the legislature.
Outside this place
We did bring an effort through the
college among the vets to lobby to
their legislatures, and we were able to ·
' get a rather considerable effort.

Henry canned by Mutual
~Y Martha Sjostrom

:· ·Arter -seven years of running ilie
. Columbia College elevator, Henry
i Natalucci finally got the shaft. He was
i fired.
; Since August 11, when Henry left,
l the elevator has been out of service. It
: is not clear why he was fired .
· Prior to leaving, Henry told the C.C.
; Writer that the new manager of the

building; Mary Lowe, wanted him to
remove the chair from the elevator. It
interfered with the passengers, he
said.
. "I had nothing to do with it," said
;Lowe. "I never even met Henry:;,. She
·said that Henry's employer, Mutual
Maintenance, handles everything
involvin~ employees.

!Inside!

After he left, Henry said that he was
fired because he ordered an elevator
repair without consulting Mutual
Maintenance.
"We have to call Mutual before we
can even change a fuse or do
anything," said one maintenance
man .
Bernard Moshe!, of Mutual Maintena~ce, had n<_> _co~ment.

Page 2
Page 3
Page 3 ·
Page 4
Page 5 ·
Page 6
Page 6
Page 7
Page 8 ·

New telephone
System installed

Columbia College is installing a new
telephone system. All the phones will
be connected to the main desk, and the
extension number will be available
from the operator.
The phone number for all the
departments will be 467-0300.
The new system should be installed
by early September, according to .
Burt Gall, Director of Student SPr- ·
vices.

Page
2 ___,..._.
~

As we enter another school year,
Columbia College tells us their focus
is on increased involvement and
awareness. This is exhibited by the
addition of a new counsellor, new
equipment in the photo department,
expanded library space, and the
consolidation of the music and theatre
departments. The changes go beyond
mere increases in classroom space
and services by the appointments of
new chairmen in both Photo and
Graphics. In a memo from President
Alexandroff, he asked the administration to "Pizzazz the place."
The school is gearing itself for an
assault on the students, the return
being an increase in student appreciation and activity involvement.
Corollaries to Columbia's plans are
the plans of this newspaper. We intend
to make the paper more involved with
the students and their needs. It will be
a first for the paper.
Since its beginning three years ago,
the C.C. Writer experienced growing
pains and a search for identity. The
early issues were technical failures
but focused on student involvement,
the sole ingredient that saved the
paper. As the editorial leadership of
the Writer changed through the
semesters, the goal of the paper also
changed. The Writer went from a
paper . serving the students of .
Columbia to a mouthpiece for the
administration, serving the interests
of a selected few . It is our feeling that the Columbia student body has been
shorted in the transition.
The purpose of the staff is to
produce the newspaper, but not to
· harbor their own self-interests. It is
our feeling that Columbia is an excellent school producing a wealth of
talent with each semester. Student
photographers, writers, and artists
are turning out great things within the
building, but where are these things
going? Why isn't there a forum to
exhibit this material and gain
recognition from our peers? The
logical place for exhibition is the
student newspaper. It is our intent to

T f-1

utilize the talent •f Commoia-its
students-to'achieve the new look of
the Writer.
Another problem area of the paper
has been the source of information for
our news stories. In the past, the same
four or five people in the administration have been quoted to
death. This is not to say the information in the paper has been incorrect, but rather the views
presented have been one sided. Our
formula to remedy this situation will
be the establishment of a reporter
"beat system." It's hard to believe a
newspaper three years old was lacking this vital instrument of journalism, but it goes back to the way
things were.
Columbia College is a small school
lacking the funds or major events to
warrant a daily newspaper. At the
same token, a newspaper must be
topical, having definite frequency of
publication. The Writer used to come
out any time it felt like it. This
semester, we will be publishing every
other week; appearing on Friday
afternoons. We're trying to be up to
date. After all, it's the student's
newspaper.
Reinforcing our philosophy of
student inv~lvemef!t, espec!a!!Y- i~_!-~e__
are.a s of creative writing, graphics
and photogr.:iphy, we will ·fotroduce
Communicator to the College in October. Commw1icator is a monthly
magazine supplement to tne Writerexposing
feature
stories,
photography, art and fiction to the
college community . We heartily
welcome the involvement of the
student body and the submission of
· material because, as we said, this is
the newspaper of the students, not of
the selected few.
As the student press of Columbia,
we can only be as strong as our constituency . To those who have panned
the efforts of this newspaper, we're
giving you the golden chance to
change it for the better. To our people
who have gone along with the Writer,
stkk with us, we've only just begun.
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"There has been an enlargement in
the applicaUon of the arts to a variety
of uses that are not directly the
profession itself. I think, in so far as
where our students have gone that the
largest number have been employed,
if not directly in the job for which they
particularly sought to educate. So the
filmmaker, perhaps, saw himself as
making a feature film or working
directly in a film company or film
cast. Many film students are working
in audio visual schemes in which film
is a function of their jobs."
Columbia's lead in educational
exploration has presented the college
wifh new ·challenges. This exploratory
process has led the school to pioneer
vocational training within the liberal
arts. "The schools are under heavy
attack for lack of vocational import,
which incidentally is another reason
that I suppose Columbia has been
successful, because in a sense we
always valued the vocational. We
don't feel vocational is a swear word
or demeaning. People could prepare
themselves for something specific
according to their own choice.
Practical education allowed them to
educate themselves as effectively as
possible in terms of the realities of
what it was they expected to do.
"Life's work and job may have a
certain kind of separation. Hopefully,
they coincide, but if they don't coincide, then it's what do you want to
engage your life's-work in doing and is
.it to be exclusively determineo--by
whatyoudoinajobsense.Iknowthis
issue _woulg seem to qe decided for
eaucation in terms of a v·ery large
educational emphasis-this is the
whole charge that colleges,
elementary schools and high schools
are not preparing people for the job
market, as if colleges are responsible
for the absence of jobs, which is
simply neither true nor fair.
'Thus, what we have seen is that
many occupations or at least, most if
are not crowded, tend to disappear. So
a person preparing for something
would have to be a bloody soothsayer
to know what was the most depen-dable thing for which he might

r:::l
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new educational paradox . "(The
vocational) is the position everybody
is in, and like all pendulums, it has
~ow swung around to the side which
liberal education is being Un' dervalued; disputed. Politicians are
screaming all over the .country that
/ education is impractical. Of course,
,, none of those bumbleheads really
( ' know what the hell they're talking
about but neither do educators either
because they're dependent upon the
fundings of the politicians and others
to provide, and what the media
suggests, and so the educators go on to
the newest slogans.
" We 've been remarkable and
certainly foresightful about what was
happening in education."
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Con't from page l

educate
himself. It's concluded
very difficult."
The President
his
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remarks with a commentary on the
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BRUDNO
Art Sut,t,ly Co.

A large selection featuring:
-Grumbacher-Winsor Newton-Shiva-Crescent Board-Strathmore Paper-

No matter what your needs in
art materials, we can help
you!
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601 NORTH STATE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60610
Phone

787-0030

School' paf11
Geared Octj
A semester kick off school party has
been planned for Friday night October
the third at the Germania Club, 108
West Germania, located at the corner
of North Avenue and Clark Streets,
across from Sandberg Village.
All students and faculty of Columbia
are invited to attend from 8 P.M. until
2 A.M. Admission and snacks at the
party will be free. A cash bar will be
open during the event.
Music will be performed by a band
throughout the evening.
The party is hosted by the Student
Senate and Sean Davis.

l{!J=-UfjlTEr'iI
The C.C. Writer is a bi-weekly publication by and
for the Columbia College Community. It is
recognized as the official student newspaper of
Columbia College of Chicago. The office is located
adjacent to the student lounge in Room 520 at 540
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, lllino,s, The phone
number is 467-0300.
Editors
Martha Sjostrom-Michael Buckley
News Editor
Tom Danz
Feature Editor
Lynn Emmerman
Graphics Director
Debra Kay Watkins
Photo Editor
Tom Polek
Printer
Dave Bowen
The C.C. Writer is represented nationally by
National Educational Advertising Services.
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Money rolls to 3rd floor
departments have aiways been very
good at. And the same dedicated
people who ran these offices last year
have returned to the action again this
Columbia College has made the big year.
move. No, not THE big move but a big
Peggy O'Grady, Bursar, is the
move nonetheless.
per~on to see if you know you're going
. As signs posted throughout the . to have a difficult time making
school will tell you, the big move is the regular tuition payments. Peggy
transferring of the Bursar, Records, understands the financial difficulties
and Financial Aid offices from the faced by many students and is always
seventh floor to the third floor ... room willing to arrange a special payment
304, to be exact.
plan for those who request it.
The tremendous enrollment inIf you have any questions about
crease at Columbia in the last decade your grades or how many hours you
has made the transfer to bigger need for graduation, go to Libby
quarters necessary. The move is Jones. Libby is the keeper of all your
designed to give these departments school records and transcripts. She
additional floor and storage space, also carries the catalogues of other .
commodities which were quickly schools and can also provide counsel
becoming nonexistent in the old of- for those students who desire to transfices.
fer.
Officials frdm the Bursar, Records,
Laura Day is the lifesaver for those
and Financial Aid departments will who are slowly going broke paying the
now have more space in which to high tuition costs. Laura heads the
operate. Which, hopefully, will allow . Financial Aid office and has loads of
them to provide better services for the information on what type of monetary
students.
assistance· is available. She is ably
Providing service, even in cramped · assisted by Terry Thomas, who
. in conditions, is ""mething these assists Day in wrangling from the
By Tom Danz

government the educational benefits
that veterans are entitled to receive.
Although it may seem so, not
everyone has deserted the seventh
floor . The main office~information
desk (where tuition costs are paid) , 1
bookstore, magazine room, and
library all remain in place. The
library is even being expanded.
The library, as the school catalog
states, not only provides extensive
written material on many subjects,
but also maintains unusual gatherings
of works in photography and motion
pictures. Definite hours for the library
and magazine room will not be set
until the. Fall semester begins but a
. tentative schedule is 9: 00 .. - 8: 30,
Monday through Thursday, an·d 9:00 5:00 on Friday. The bookstore will be
open 9: 00-8: 30, Monday through
Friday.
If you have any further questions
about the services provided by the
school or need some information on a
course you might want to take next
semester, see Hubert Davis,
Registrar and Dean of Student Ser-.
vices. 1Iis office is located directly
behind the main office.
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Third
Front
Charlie Traub
Named Photo .
Dept. head
Charlie Traub became the chairperson of the Photography Department .at the end of the summer session
when John Mulvany left.

Three departments relocate
In most schools, it's the new
that there will be a different number. ing system at 469 E. Ohio. The
students who get lost. Not so at
Columbia. At least this September.
numbers will be from 550 and up .
There have been lots of new
And the few students who don't
changes. The Photography, Film, and
know where the 469 Ohio building even
Writing Departments have all moved,
is will have more problems. The stairin part at least, to the fifth floor at 469
way is locked above the third floor, so
.East Ohio.
the only access is the elevator.
The whole Writing Department is
However, Gall said that students can
now on that floor . They have more
walk down the back stairs. The door
working space and each teacher has
unlocks.
· more privacy, so that student conA few other classroom changes
ferences don't have to be held in the
have been made. The ceramics class. entrance.
rooms have been moved to room 110,
As a convenience to the Writing
where the photo studio was.
teachers, the Writing classes will also
The second floor is being remodeled
be held on the fifth floor.
to accomodate the Film Department.
The film stage has been moved up to ,°jqhn-Schultz, Writing Dept. hea_d There are new editing rooms so that 91
the new floor .
students can work at the same time,
So now there are 'two fifth floors , and to avoid confusion, Hurt Gall said Gall said.

ASTRA PHOTO SERVICI INC.
QUALITY CUSTOM PHOTO LAB
Complete Service for the Profeuional, Commercial and ft.. lane.• Photographer
• "Type C" Prints
• Ektachrome Pr~euing
• Color/B&W Copies of Artwork

• Duplicate Slidft & Transparencift
• Complete B&W S.rvic..
• Schedul.. as Fast as 21/:a Hr.

Piclcup & O.llvery.- Suburlt .Relay Stations

I312-372-4366 I

6 E. LAKE ST., CHICAGO, IWNOIS 60601

Charlie Traub

Traub
has
been
teaching
photography classes at Columbia
since September, 1969. This semester
he will teach a Photography II class
and an advanced seminar in
photography .
Mulvany left Columbia College to be
the chairperson of the Art Department at Illinois Wesleyan University
in Bloomington.

Whitworth
To replace
Burlison
. Ernie Whitworth will replace Barry
Burlison as the chairman of the
Graphics Department.
Burlison will•still teach at Columbia, but he declined to be chairman for
another year.
Whitworth gave up a position at the
Art Institute School as an Assistant
Professor of Sculpture to come to
Columbia. He got his B.A. in .art from
Ohio State University, and an M.F.A.
from Rutgers University.
He lives in the Chicago area with his ·
wife and new baby.
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Supe rjock : an auda ciou s delig ht
By Michael Buckley

Superjock-The Loud Frantic
Nonstop World of a Rock Radio
DJ
by Larry Lujack with Daniel A.
Jedlicka
[Henry
Regnery
Company]
The first time I met Larry Lujack
was seven years ago at the WLS
studios one afternoon. I was one of
those awe struck teeny boppers
possessed with a rock and roll devil
begging me to be a disc jockey when 1
grew up (Lujack says you can't do
both) . I wonderously gaped at Chuck
Buell through the viewing window ten
minutes before Mr. Lujack was to go
on the air . Out in the hallway, a voice
unmistakably Larry 's became louder. ·
He walked into the viewing room
dressed in a white trenchcoat carting
an attache case. He came up to me
and without introducing himself,
blurted out , " Hi, want my
autograph? " I gave a quick "no" and
he retorted, "Oh, then what are you
doing here?'' He spun around and
walked away . "What balls that guy
has," I thought as he entered the
studio and chain' smoked Kents while
doing the show. At times, he had one
in his mouth and another burning in
the ashtray at the same time.
Another time, I encountered Lujack
at _North~rn Illin&is University. He
was hosting an all-men's fashion
show. To break the monotony of
seeing some frat-rats sporting spring
campus fashions-reminisce nt of
back issues of Playboy from the late
fifties-he had the excuse of a talent
contest to pass off the freebies record
companies send the jocks. The winner
was a co-ed who showed up wearing
her nightie beneath her trench coat.
"Call her, call her," her friends
shouted from the auditorium. Larry
summoned her to the stage and asked
what her talent was. She confessed
her embarrassment and said all she
had on was her sleeping outfit.
"Awww, c'mon, don't be em barrassed, you can show Superjock. I
won't tell."
Arter a little coaxing, she turned
from the stage and facing Lujack
assumed a flasher's stance. "Oh yeah,
she wasn't kidding . Meet me outside
after th_is is over. On second thought, I
can Just see the headlines
tomorrow .... Rock jock busted in the
cornfield for makin' it with a coed."
She won the records.
I must confess that I've always been
secr~tly delighted with Larry Lujack.
He 1s as entertaining as all hell
because he expresses a dimension on
radio that few happy, plastic voiced
air personalities do-that of sarcasm
and disgust. It's a delightful departure-his audacity-the same element that keeps his book alive and entertaining.

Superjock is an excellent book for
the would-be time and temp hopefuls
studying radio at Columbia . Lujack's
stark view of a top 40 disc jockey's
climb is frightening and rather sad.
These negati ves are disguised,
though;-·in a fast tempo, humorous
book written in Lujack's audio stylewitty and poignant.

the airwaves, he reminisces about the
climb to become what he is todayone of the hottest properties in radio.
The three packs-a-day, Excedrin
popping Lujack describes his early
Iowa childhood as a farmer's clichecomplete with the Sears catalog as
toilet paper. He tells of an impoverished childhood which has to

In ·a roller coaster series of stints at
stations in Moscow, Boise, Spokane,
Seattle, San Bernadino and Boston,
Lujack arrived in Chicago doing the
midnight shift at WCFL. His audience
already had a built-in hatred of him
since he replaced Sid McCoy's all
night jazz show-the last oasis of gooa
music on the top 40 junker. Not long
after, he was offered more money at
WLS and began the afternoon show. A
few years later, even more money
fired him sufficiently to get up early
and do the morning show against
Wally Phillips.
His infatuation for bread led him
back to WCFL three years ago when
an afternoon shift was offered.
Although he never mentions price
anywhere, he's reputed to be getting
somewhere in the neighborhood of 100
grand a year. Not bad for a farm kid.
Lujack's book reads like a script
from his show. All his put-downs and
sarcasm are neatly packaged within
the binding. Though he does come
~cross o~casionally with humilityhke the _time h~ woke up with a hangover d1scovermg he was in the
stai~well at Marina City's towers
havmg thrown up on himself-the
moments are few and far between.
He tells just what he wants to tell
about himself, leaving out the things I
assume he feels are strictly private.
His divorce several years ago has
neatly been left out, his name change
is missing and _the stories of his panic
when Robert W. Morgan was opposite
him in the morning are not told.

Larry Lujack-before and after

So you wanna' be a rock and roll star?

His story revolves around a broad- '
cast day at WCFL. His present tenses
deal with the immediate : walking into
his office exchanging few words with
the jock who shares the space" with
him, to his off the air exchanges with
his engineer "Spacey Dave"
Schussler, conversations tliaf wouldeasily lose SuperCFL its coveted
licen_se, for broadcasting public obscemty. Between descriptions of his
present role as the Holden Caulfield of

The reactions of WLS after his
departure were forgotten
his
registration of the name "Supe~jock"
was eliminated, his employment at
WMAQ as features commentator for
the Friday newscasts wasn't told nor
the details of his contract with 'CFL
worked out by his attorney Saul Foos.
The story of his afternoon switch to
WCFL was more involved than one
mysterious car and a note passed to ·
him . Lujack ripped the readers off in
those respects, for we never get a true
picture of him-just his radio image
reduced to type.

psychologically have had an effect on
his greed today for the almighty
dollar . At the age of thirteen his
family moved to Caldwell, Idaho and
he later attended the University of
Idaho in Moscow as a forestry major.
After spending a summer as a forest
lookout, he decided to skip the
university , and enrolled at the College
of Idaho in Caldwell. There on the
bulletin board one day he saw a card
offering a job at KCID . That was his
beginning in radio .

Calle,ae Campus
Represe ntativa,Needed to sell Brand
.ents to students at lowest
NO investment required.
FAD
COMPONENTS ,
Fairfield New Jersey
070~

Instead, he telfs us about the likes of
Lily Tomlin looking as if she had a
hangover and Hugh O'Brian being in
love with his own voice and himself.
(Look who's talkin', Lar.)

Name Stereo Componprices. Hi commission
Serious Inquiries ONLY!
INC. 20 Passaic Ave.
Jerry Diamond
201-227-6814

.
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It seeins rather odd that Dan
Jedlicka-Ute auto writer for the SunTimes would collaborate on the book
with Lujack. Though the book is
strictly him, how much of the roughness is Jedlicka's is a mystery.
Ne~~rtheless, if the hard core Lujack
~fflc1anados want their Superjock any
time of day, especially when he's not
on the air, the book is a must to read.
For th rest of you, Sirrott is supposed
7
to have a book coming out shortly.
Do you mean we now have to put up
with his ego too?
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Story Workshop:
Columbia's answer
To grammar
By Debra Kay Watkins

Story Workshop is a unique approach to learning the art of writing.
It is totally different from the methods
used in standard college English
composition classes.
The workshop was instigated by
·John Schultz in 1965 and used in
private adult workshops for writers.
In June 1966 the Story Workshop was
·first used with students in Operation ·
Encouragement, a federally funded
operation designed to help people with
a language disability. The resulting
· writings were published in Summer

have been pubiished; Don't You Know
There's A War On? and It Never
Stopped Raining.

There are two new books scheduled
for publication later this year. They · The story workshops originated with John Schultz In lY60 as a prn,aTe wurKare tentatively titled American Exshop for adults.
press, containing new Columbia
ness of people. Along the way the more sophisticated level. Students
College student writings; and Story
sense for mechanics sharp- learn to express themselves, their
student's
Workshop Reader, an anthology of
ens and improves with his general , ideas, their perceptions, their exwritings from Story Workshop
periences, . their knowledge, their,
abilities."
classes .
The classes are held once a week for thoughts and their feelings in writing.:
---1.lhas been shown that as a result of
Writing Workshops I and II are ,
a four hour period. The sessions are
StoryWorkshop, mor-e---:Students learn
long to create a sustained con- required courses for all students who
to write down their thoughts . They can
centration of effort. They try to reach do not have 6-8 credits of college ·
express their own experiences in their
a level of intensity where imagination . English composition.
own voices, said Jean Hubbard. ·
66 .
Fiction Writing Workshops employ
and writing flow, said Jean Hubbard.
According to John Schultz, "At its
In the fall of 1966, Schultz was asked
same method but are designed for
the
Students are encouraged to start
to start the Story Workshop program core, the Workshop uses a well
who wish to be writers.
people
have
they
if
even
I
Writing
with
at Columbia College in place of the developed, always developing series
office has moved to the
writing
The
already completed one semester of
standard college English composition. of work, telling, reading and writing
Ohio Street building.
the
of
floor
fifth
the
because
Composition,
English
The
At the end of the semester, the first exercises of increasing demand.
10 A.M . to 5 P .M.,
are
hours
Office
workshop method is taught in this first
student writing book, fl , was method is powerful for enabling a
and 10 A.M. to
Thursday
thru
Monday
,
classes
subsequent
All
class.
writing
imagination,
his
published. Since then, two other books person to discover
Fridays.
P.M.,
12
· of CoJumbia College student writing voice, sense of movement and aware- ·are an extension of the initial one at a

Black patent mirror
;By Martha Sjostrom

" .. ."the tactics of the Mafia and
the Catholic Church were so
alike: Step out of line with either
one and you'd get burned."

There are thousands of Chicagoans
who, after spending eight years in a
Catholic grammar school, went to an
·all girl or all boy high school. And on
'any given evening, at least two of
those people can be found sharing a 6
pack or a gallon of wine, laughing
,about those years.
1
In his book, Do Black Patent
Leather Shoes Reflect Up?, John
Powers tells about his life at Bremmer High School on Chicago's far
south side. And like the rest of us, he's
'laughing . He writes about the
problems and events that all high
school kids faced-freshman dances,
pimples, cars, graduation.
The book really hits home if you
were, or still are, a Catholic.
Powers' book is a fictional memoir
. of his life. He writes in the first person
, under the name of Eddie Ryan . Ryan
is a very insecure person who is
1always putting himself down with

statements like, "It was a very schmaltzy thing to do, I must admit. But
then at times I'm a very schmaltzy
person." But with the help of some
good buddies like Tom Lanner and
Timmy Heidi, he gets more confidence and starts to go to dances and
even on dates. He meets a girl, Una, at
a Custard stand, and they spend all
the weekends together when they're
not fighting .
That's all outside of school. Inside
he has to cope with the Brothers and
lay teachers who are afraid to give
sex education, and who want him to
grow up to be a good Christian.
The book is worth reading because,
even if you didn't go to a Catholic high
school, you can still understand what
Eddie Ryan went through. Every high
school student is the same.
If, by chance, you grew up on the
south side of Chicago, where the book
takes place, then the story will really
hit home. You might recognize the Cut
Rate Liquor Store on 111th St., or the
park (Mt. Greenwood Park), or the ·
high schools. There were only two
popular Catholic girl's high schools
and three or four boy's schools. If the
south side.rs read the book carefully,
you can pick out the real high schools.
Those high school days won't ever
:have seemed so funny, or so sad.

:~avor Ruhl
Art ·a nd Drafting Supply
materials for artists, designers,
graphic arts, teachers, students
We also provide

CUSTOM FRAMING

10%
Student Discount

14 S. Wabash,
Chicago
phone (312) 782-5737
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The days of wine & a 5 c Tribune
By Mary Miller

Mary Miller was a student at
Columbia College from 1952-1953.
Recently she returned to
Columbia as a part time, evening
student. Mrs . Miller lives on the
north side of Chicago with her
husband, Wayne.

As I study the sign for Columbia
College at 540 North Lake Shore
Drive, my mind darts back to another
sign, another building, and another
time.
It was in the fifties and Truman was
in the White House. I had eagerly
emigrated from the area of the prairie
state's second largest city, Rockford.
I came to the Windy City to enroll in
an old, private educational system
nestled, not in halls of ivy, but in the
halls of an old landmark city
establishment. The name of the school
was Columbia . The name of the
establishment was The Fine Arts
Building. The location was South
Michigan Avenue, across from Grant
Park.
For two years I roamed those halls,
road the senile elevators, and climbed
the grand old dame staircases. For
me, acting was the name of the game,
but broadcasting was big at Columbia
then and the new school of television
was the star attraction.
There seemed to be more males
than females, but there were enough
gals so I did not feel out of place.
World War II was over and a GI bill
was in effect. Many of the boys came
home from the war, changed their
uniforms for civies, and returned to
school.
Like today, many student commuted. Columbia was a city school
and attracted students from all over
the city and its nearby suburbs. But no
matter where they came from ,
students (for the most part) shared
the same problems. Money and time
influenced decisions and sometimes
interrupted the process of student
learning.
Teachers are the catalysts to a
student's learning. I remember my
Columbia teachers most clearly.
There was Carl Grayson ... a tall,
broad-shouldered, handsome man
who was friendly and chatty . He
worked in broadcasting and had firsthand information, shared with us . One
of my favorite class sessions was the
evening he escorted us to the Tribune
Tower to observe the real McCoy ... a
live radio show. If I did not think
clocks important before that class, I
. sure did afterward. Their big faces
and bold black hands kept all in line.
Without talking or chiming, they said
"start" and "stop" to the performers
in front of the mikes as well as the
production crew within the glass cage.

And there was Ed Weis , a
professional tweed-suited perfectionist in both drama and TV. I
remember this tense figure with
hunched shoulders pursuing a line of
dialogue or a scene of action . When he
removed his suit jacket and tie, rolled
up his sleeves, he really orchestrated
the student players. His enthusiasm
and interest in television acting and
filming spilled out onto us .
I must mention Ted Kundrat... a
marvelous instructor in speech and
drama . He was short in stature, but
not short in talent. His humor eased
many a student-speaker standing
stiffly in front of the class, almost
tongue-tied. Strange ~ow talkative

students can be, until asked_to present

and Shakespeare ... Grant Park, the
Art Institute, and Chicago's skyline.
I do not recall a lounge, but then~
was a news and candy standm· the
lobby. There students would mill
about, between and after · classes,
some talking, some noting the pictures on the display at the movie
house entrance. Others would group
about the south end of the lobby, near
the Studebaker Theatre. Come time to
get upstairs, some students rode the
old elevators ... jamming the operator
right into his corner ... and trusting
they would reach their destination.
Other students would climb the solid,
old stairway. They would look over
the rail to study the architecture and
listen to the various sounds emerging

a speech! A voice that could not be from the countless studios housed in
silenced during class was conspicuous
the Fine Arts Building.
by its absence come time to present a
On the Wabash Street sid~, there
speech. Mr. Kundrat was a talented was a restaurant tucked among the
script' writer, also. His students en- store fronts . It was a long, narrow ,
joyed working on his short scripts for friendly room where one could get a
radio or stage.
quick cup of coffee. Many a cold
Some names escape my memory , morning I would run from State
but I remember the person. One Street, along Van Buren, and into that
teacher was a small, wiry' elderly restaurant to grab a steaming cup of
lady who knew her radio acting. She coffee or tea before hiking up the back
had spent years standing in front of a stairway to my first morning class.
mike, reading a script, and making
We were serious students, sensing
her own sound effects.
that the halls of ivy would not house us
There was the strong-minded, · forever. Sometime, somewhere, and
slender, grey-haired gentleman who somehow each would take the step
patiently tried to capture my interest that separates the student and nonin psychology. w~~!l h~l;>umped_iot, ~ student. Whether or not we remained
strong-minded student there were in the field of communications or the
some interesting, heated discussions arts, we would have to go to work .
in his psychology class.
Some would marry. Some would
There · were many , many more pursue different vocations. Our
teachers as well as the registrar and thoughts, at that time, were centered
other behind-the-scenes workers. on the investments we made in
They all did their part to melt those money, time, and study .
halls of learning into one solid college.
We shelled out five cents for the
Somefimes,~come -warm weather, Trib and lived through a transclasses would meet fii the park across portation price increase of two cents.
the street. Ah, what a classroom The city streetcar or bus fare went
setting in which to learn about Ibsen from fifteen to seventeen cents! Not

many had cars to drive to school. Both
in-city and suburban kids depended on
one form or another of public transportation. Furthermore, new autos
were not easy to come by. The supply
just did not meet the demand.
The same could be said for housing .
Before you could worry about how
much, your concern was where? For
those who did not live at home, it was
a trial to find a home away from
home. The rental market was tight.
Postwar construction had not caught
up with the population explosion. I
found a third floor walkup, on the
Near North, after many hours of
searching. Luck was on my side. I had
walked by and noticed the " for rent"
sign shortly after it was placed in the
window .
Legitimate theatres were well lit.
Carol Channing was a star in "Gentlemen Prefer Blonds" at the Palace.
The Erlanger housed Edward G.
Robinson in "Darkness at Noon."
Plays and musicals had long runs .
The stars outlived the theatres!
Some names of movie houses
flickered as they do today, at least in
the loop and on the Near North. Lines
queued up at the Esquire on Oak. It
showed first-rate movies at top prices.
The State & Lake in the Loop won the
privilege of showing that classic color
musical " American in Paris. "
Harry Truman was in the political
limelight after Roosevelt's death, but
Churchill and Stalin were still casting
their shadows around the world .
There was the Korean War. At times
headlines would state "Army battles
Navy," but that was football they
were talking about.
As my memory explores the halls
and the times, I see familiar faces ...
all Columbians who shared my classrooms.
There was roly-poly Chuck. He
wanted to be a sportscaster. Chuck
would accept any job offer upon
graduation if only it included some
sports. Well, he was fortunate to find
such a job... somewhere out there,
outside Chicago. The interview was a
success. He had the talent, the knowhow, the training . They would give
him a chance. However, he had to lose
weight. He did not get much sympathy
from his friends, though, as he had
found a job in the media . His doctor
put him on a nine hundred calorie diet
daily! All he had to do to be employed
was eat salads and steaks.
There was a young gal from Gary.
She commuted each day, being very
reliable in attendance. Judy was
equipping herself to work in a small
station, not too far from Gary. Small,
quiet, but a capable performer when
called into the act,· Judy was
everyone's favorite . She confessed to
wanting to be a wife and mother. Until
that role came along, she wanted to be
part of the broadcasting world.
Then there were the Gold Dust
Twins. This inseparable twosome
Con't on page 8

·c.c.
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A lunchtime survival package
By Lynn Ernmerman
Unless you enjoy plastic wrapped
sandwiches, muddy coffee, or cheese
crackers with peanut butter, the 5th
floor student lounge is a pretty
depressing place to eat. But have no
fear, thanks to Columbia's downtown
location, there are some more appetizing alternatives.
Sherman's Restaurant is just downstairs and around the corner from
, school. Although many students react
with a heartfelt "blaah" at the
mention of the place, the food is
relatively cheap and wholesome
(clieck out ''Ma''. --Sherman's
homenutde toffee cake·). A• hamburger deluxe costs $1.25 and includes
soup .and french fries. Sherman's is
your best bet if you only have an hour
to spare.
But if you don't mind walking a few
blocks and toting your food back to
school, a more interesting lunch can ·
be had. Further down on Ohio Street,
at 600 N. McClurg is the White Hen
Pantry which features carry out sandwiches for around $1.00. F'roin yogurt
to carrot cake, ·you can pick up almost
anything at the White Hen because it's
also a grocery store. A large variety
of wines and liquors plus a complete
selection of Burny Brother's baked
goods are available.
If the weather's nice, head east on
Grand Avenue to Olive Park for a
picnic. The greenery and lush flower
beds provide a welcome relief from
downtown's rat race.
Let your nose guide you to Al's
. Fishery at 416 East Grand. If your
time is limited you can stop in and
, pick up a wide variety of seafood
treats, hot dogs, hamburgers, or even
pizza. The food is tolerable but the
prices are high.
Recommended by newspapers and
, tv feature stories is Jerry's at 215
West Grand. It is considered one of the
best .. delies in Chicago. Just -elbow
. your way in and shout out your order
· with the rest of the customers. The
selection fa "so varied that you could
,eat there every day for a montll and

There are restaurants an~dells lining the streets of the nea~ north side:·

-

'

m:.:Jr

order the same dish twice.
Hint: check out the menu in the
·window so _you can choose what you

want to eat in relative quiet.
The Grand Deli, across the street
from Jerry's, offers a casual at-

mosphere where you can sit down and ·
enjoy a relaxed meal. The corn beef
and tuna salad come highly recom- '
mended.
·
·
For around $2.00 you can get soup,
salad, entree, dessert and beverage at.
the
Northwester n
University
cafeteria, located on Chicago Avenue
·on the second floor of Abbott Hall.
Though the food is typically institutional, the prices can't be beat.
If you have money, you might
·consider the Lake Tow.er Inn, right
across the street from Columbia on ,
Ohio Street. But women beware, the~
place is frequented by traveling salesmen types and you might be mistaken
for a prostitute.
Other•more expensive eateries are
Henrici's, The Pinnacle, the Holiday
, Inn's Barn, Bill and Charlies, Taberna
in the basement of the Time Life
Building, Kon Tiki Ports, Gold Coast,
and the Millionaire's Club.
Those with cars and two hours to
spare can avoid the lunch time
squeeze by leaving the downtown area
altogether. For $1.15 you can drive in;
and out of your parking space at the
, Navy Pier lot all day long.
Happy eating!

...the nickel Tribune
Con't from page 7

.- consisted of orte blonae gal and one
. brunette. Both \\'...e~oung, pretty,
and petite. The blond miss hao a short
coiffure while the brunette wore her
hair long, .falling over one eye, much
like Veronica Lake who was a wellknown star at that time. Many gals
copied Miss Lake's style. Sometimes
the Gold Dust Twins were faced with
some embarrassing moments when in
front of a class. The males just had to
vocalize their approval at seeing two
cute, curvacious gals on the scene.
I wonder where Dixon is?. Tall,
black, with whitest of teeth, and the
~ HE'

darkest of eyes, we laughed and .
laughed . He was in a number of my
classes and we shared many moments
of wit and chatter. It was he who introduced me to the songs of Lee
Wiley ... she ranked among the best in
blues and jazz singing.
And, {?on, t!ilented_Don ... he really
was a fine actor. I enjoyed sharmg·
scenes with him or watching him
interpret a character. The last I saw
his name was in the Chicago Y
catalog. If I remember correctly, he
was listed as an instructor in TV
acting. So he must have stayed active
in the profession.
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There is another fellow 1 remember
because I pass him in the neighborhood of CBS on Mcclurg Court. I
recall his interest in the TV camera .
Everytime there was a school TV
production, you would find him behind
the camera. I wouldn't be surprised if
I tapped him on the shoulder and
asked "are you still the man behind
the camera" that his answer would be
"yes."
The winds of change do blow and the
alumni of Columbia on Michigan have
felt them . Wherever they are,
whatever they are doing, I wonder if
they, too, just might "remember"
some of the same things I do.

